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Abstract. In this paper, we aim to extend Nonnegative Matrix Factorization with Nesterov iterations (Ne-NMF)—well-suited to large-scale
problems—to the situation when some entries are missing in the observed
matrix. In particular, we investigate the Weighted and ExpectationMaximization strategies which both provide a way to process missing
data. We derive their associated extensions named W-NeNMF and EMW-NeNMF, respectively. The proposed approaches are then tested on
simulated nonnegative low-rank matrix completion problems where the
EM-W-NeNMF is shown to outperform state-of-the-art methods and the
W-NeNMF technique.
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Introduction

Estimating missing entries in a low-rank matrix—known as Matrix Completion
(MC)—received a lot of attention since some pioneering work in [8, 2]. Indeed,
such a problem finds many applications [1] including environmental monitoring
[17, 26] for example. Mathematically, it consists of estimating a matrix M ∈
Rm×n —partially known on a subset Ω of entries—by a low-rank matrix X, i.e.,
min rank(X)
X

s.t.

PΩ (X) = PΩ (M ),

(1)

where PΩ (.) is the sampling operator of M .
Among the many approaches recently proposed to solve MC, matrix factorization techniques emerged as a powerful tool, especially when the rank of the
data matrix M is known [11, 31]. Moreover in some applications—e.g., blind sensor calibration [5, 6]—M is nonnegative, thus yielding a Nonnegative MC (NMC)
problem which can be tackled by Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF).
NMF is widely used in, e.g., signal processing or machine learning, and consists
of finding two nonnegative matrices G ∈ Rm×r
and F ∈ Rr×n
such that
+
+
X ≈ G · F.

(2)
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Most NMF algorithms consider two separate convex sub-problems that respectively and alternately estimate G for a fixed F and F for a fixed G. Such estimates are obtained using, e.g., Multiplicative Updates (MU) [19], Alternating
Nonnegative Least Squares (ANLS) [15], or Projected Gradient (PG) [22]. Additionally, some authors incorporated some extra-information in the NMF model
[30], e.g., weights [13, 10], sum-to-one constraints [18, 21, 4], sparsity assumptions
[14, 6, 12], or known and/or bounded values [22, 3, 20, 21, 5, 6, 12]. With the Big
Data era, computational time reduction of NMF is particularly investigated, e.g.,
through optimal solvers [9], distributed strategies [23], online estimation [24], or
randomization [33, 29].
When applied to a data matrix M which is partially known on a subset Ω
of entries, NMF consists of estimating both matrices G and F which satisfy
min ||PΩ (M ) − PΩ (G · F )||F ,

G,F ≥0

(3)

where ||.||F is the Frobenius norm. Solving Eq. (3) is usually done either by
applying Weighted NMF (WNMF) [13, 10] to M or by using an ExpectationMaximization (EM) strategy [32, 16]. However, these approaches use MU [32,
13] or ANLS iterations [16], and are limited to relatively small-sized matrices.
As NMC may be applied to very large-scale problems, efficient WNMF methods
must be proposed. As a consequence, in this paper we investigate NMF with
Nesterov iterations (Ne-NMF) [9] that we propose to extend to the NMC problem. Indeed, NeNMF is improving PG-NMF [22] by replacing the line search of
the optimal step in the update rules—known to be time consuming—by Nesterov iterations [25]. NeNMF is thus much faster than MU-NMF or PG-NMF1 .
Moreover, NeNMF can be easily extended to semi-NMF, which is of particular
interest in some sensor calibration problems [7]. We thus propose to extend the
NeNMF algorithm to deal with missing entries in a nonnegative data matrix M .
In particular, we discuss the respective advantages and drawbacks of extensions
using the above weighted and EM strategies. We experimentally show that the
latter outperforms both the state-of-the-art methods and the proposed weighted
extension in simulations of NMC problems.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We recall the principles
of the NeNMF method in Section 2. We then extend such an approach to the
case of an observed matrix with missing entries in Section 3. The enhancement of
the proposed methods is investigated in Section 4 while we conclude and discuss
about future work in Section 5.

2

Standard NeNMF

As explained above, for a fixed m × n nonnegative data matrix X, NMF consists
of finding both the m × r and r × n matrices G and F which provide the best
1

See for example the CPU-time consumptions of [27] at https://github.com/
andrewssobral/lrslibrary.
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low-rank approximation of X, as shown in Eq. (2). The NeNMF method [9]
iteratively and alternately updates G and F . For that, it solves
1
· X − G · F̃
2

2

1
· X − G̃ · F
2
G̃≥0

2

F = arg min J (G, F̃ ) = arg min
F̃ ≥0

F̃ ≥0

and

G = arg min J (G̃, F ) = arg min
G̃≥0

F

F

,

(4)

,

(5)

respectively, by applying in an inner loop the Nesterov accelarated gradient
descent [25]. In order to update a factor, say F , the latter initializes Y0 , F t —
where t is an NeNMF outer iteration—and considers a series αk defined as
p
1 + 4αk2 + 1
α0 = 1, αk+1 =
, ∀k ∈ N.
(6)
2
For each inner loop index k, the Nesterov gradient descent then computes

+
1
,
Fk = Yk − ∇F J (G, Yk )
L
and
Yk+1 = Fk +

αk − 1
(Fk − Fk−1 ),
αk+1

(7)

(8)

where (.)+ is the operator which projects any negative entries to zero, ∇F J (G, .)
is the gradient of J (G, .) in Eq. (4), and L is a Lipschitz constant equal to
L = G · GT

2

2

= ||G||2 ,

(9)

where ||.||2 is the spectral norm. Nesterov gradient descent thus performs a single step of gradient to go to Fk and then slides it in the direction of Fk−1
to derive Yk+1 . Using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, a stopping
criterion—considering both a maximum number Maxiter of iterations and a gradient bound—is proposed in [9], thus yielding F t+1 = YK , where YK is the last
iterate of the above inner iterative gradient descent. In practice, the gradient
descent stops if K = Maxiter or if
 +

t
1
1
,
(10)
∇G J (G1 , F 1 ), ∇+
∇+
F J (G , F )
F J (G , YK ) F ≤  ·
F
t
where  is a user-defined threshold, ∇+
F J (G , .) is the projected gradient of
t
1
1
J (G , .), and J (G , F ) is the value of the cost function computed at the outer
loop initialization. The same strategy is applied to G.

3
3.1

Extending NeNMF to missing entries
Weigthed extension of NeNMF

As explained in Section 1, two main strategies exist to process missing data in
matrix factorization, i.e., using weights or an EM framework. In the weighted
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strategy, a binary matrix W is included in the NMF formalism. The (i, j)-th
entry in W is defined as

1 if (i, j) ∈ Ω,
W (i, j) ,
(11)
0 otherwise.
Combining Eqs. (3) and (11), WNMF for NMC considers the following problem:

 2
,
(12)
min W ◦ X − G̃ · F̃
G̃,F̃ ≥0

F

which is solved using the same splitting strategy as for NMF, e.g., for F :

 2
1
F = arg min JW (G, F̃ ) = arg min · W ◦ X − G · F̃
.
F
F̃ ≥0
F̃ ≥0 2

(13)

Lemma 1. The cost function JW (G, .) is convex.
Lemma 2. In the case of binary weights—and assuming that any row and any
column of W contains at least one nonzero element—the gradient of JW (G, .) is
L-Lipschitz continuous, where L is defined in Eq. (9).
The proofs are provided in Appendix A.
Lemmas 1 and 2 allow the use of Nesterov iterations, which alternately compute updates (7) and (8), except that the gradient ∇F J (G, Yk ) is here replaced
by

∇F JW (G, Yk ) = GT · W 2 ◦ (G · Yk − X) ,
(14)
where W 2 = W ◦ W and ◦ is the Hadamard product. The stopping criterion for
the inner loop is the same as in Section 2 for the standard approach, except that
J (., .) is here replaced by JW (., .).
It should be noticed that weighted gradient optimization was also investigated in matrix factorization with no sign constraint [28]. In particular, the
authors explain that many local minima of JW (G, F ) exist but can be avoided
in practice by gradient descent methods with a well-chosen step size. As a consequence, the major risk of the proposed W-NeNMF might be to converge to a
local minimum.
3.2

EM extension of NeNMF

As an alternative to the above weighted framework, the authors in [32] proposed
an EM strategy which consists of an unweighted low-rank approximation of a
weighted combination of a previously computed approximation. It turns out that
for a given NMF iteration t, the EM problem aims to solve
min

Gt+1 ,F t+1 ≥0

W ◦ M + (1m,n − W ) ◦ (Gt · F t ) − Gt+1 · F t+1

2
F

,

(15)

where 1m,n is the m × n matrix of ones. Indeed, the term (1m,n − W ) ◦ (Gt · F t )
in Eq. (15) provides the expected missing values of M . The latter are derived
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from the complete-data log-likelihood expression, with respect to the unknwon
data X and given the observed data matrix M and the current estimate of X,
i.e., Gt · F t . Denoting X t , W ◦ M + (1m,n − W ) ◦ (Gt · F t ), Eq. (15) reads as
a classical NMF problem, i.e.,
min

Gt+1 ,F t+1 ≥0

X t − Gt+1 · F t+1

2
F

,

(16)

whose solution maximizes the previously computed likelihood [32]. As a consequence, the whole approach consists of:
E-step: Estimate the completed version X of M using
X ← W ◦ M + (1m,n − W ) ◦ (G · F ).

(17)

M-step: Apply a standard NMF to update G and F using X instead of M .
The resulting EM extension of NeNMF then follows the same structure, except
that the M-step runs Nesterov iterations instead of MU [32] or ANLS [16].
It should be noticed that the E-step is a key point in the method. Indeed,
if the estimation of X is not accurate enough—which might happen in early
NMF iterations or in noisy conditions—this might propagate inaccuracies in
the estimation of G and F along iterations. We experimentally investigate such
potential issues in Section 4.
Moreover, the authors in [32] state that the EM strategy combined with MUNMF is less sensitive to initialization than MU-WNMF. However, they notice
that MU-WNMF is faster than EM-NMF in their tests, because they run many
MUs at each M-step. When applied to Nesterov iterations, such a strategy has to
be rethought. As a consequence, we investigated in preliminary tests the number
of Nesterov outer loops processed at each M-stage. Actually, this number is linked
to the proportion of missing data in M . Indeed, when the proportion of missing
data is low, the E-step is accurate enough to run many Nesterov outer loops and
provide a good performance. On the contrary, when this proportion is high, we
faced that running relatively few outer loops provides a better performance. As
a trade-off, we run 2 outer loops per M-step.

4

Performance of the weighted NeNMF extensions

In this section, we investigate the completion performance of the proposed WNeNMF and EM-W-NeNMF, with respect to the state-of-the-art WNMF [13]
and EM-WNMF2 [32] techniques3 . For that purpose, we generate simulations
which each consist of the generation of 500 × 10 and 10 × 500 random matrices G
2

3

As explained above, the standard approach was shown to be slow to converge in [32],
because many MUs were applied at each M-step. To prevent such an issue, at each
M-stage, we here run one NMF update per matrix factor, i.e., one MU.
In some preliminary tests, we noticed that the EM-W-ANLS method [16] provided
a performance similar to EM-WNMF [32]. We thus do not include it in these tests.
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Fig. 1: Evolution of the NMC ESRs vs the CPU time, achieved with MU (in
blue), and Nesterov iterations (in red).

and F , respectively. For each pair of matrices, we derive the rank-10 500 × 500
nonnegative matrix X and we randomly sample a percentage of data through
an operator PΩ , where this percentage ranges from 10 to 90% (with a stepsize of 20%). The number Maxiter of passes in the Nesterov inner loops is set
to 100. Indeed, such a value was shown to be a good trade-off in preliminary
tests where Maxiter was set to 1, 10, 100, and 1000. In particular, we noticed
a very low performance when Maxiter = 1—i.e., when the proposed extensions
turn out to use a classical gradient descend instead of Nesterov iterations—
while the achieved performance was close in the other cases, with a slightly
better enhancement with 100 passes per inner loop for each extension. The userdefined threshold  is initialized to 10−3 and is divided by 10 each time the
stopping criterion (10) is reached within a very low number of inner iterations
that we set to Miniter = 5 in our tests.
All the methods are run using Matlab R2014a on a laptop with an Intel Core
i7-4800MQ Quad Core processor, and 32 GB RAM memory. In particular, they
are initialized with the same matrices and are stopped after 15 s. In order to
compare their performance, we finally compute an Error Signal Ratio (ESR)
defined as
2
||X − G · F ||F
ESR(X, G · F ) =
.
(18)
2
||X||F
Figure 1 shows the ESRs—reached by the four tested methods on 30 simulations made with 50% of missing entries in M —with respect to the CPU time
expressed in seconds. Interestingly, the MU-based methods and the W-NeNMF
method provide the same global ESR after 15 s. However, the W-NeNMF ESRs
decrease faster in the early iterations. This shows the acceleration due to the
Nesterov iterations. All these methods are outperformed by the EM-W-NeNMF
approach whose much lower ESRs are still significantly decreasing. This implies
that running the EM-W-NeNMF method more than 15 s should provide a much
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better enhancement. On the contrary, the other methods provide slightly decreasing ESRs, which implies that they will need a lot of time to converge to a
limit matrix.
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Fig. 2: Median NMC performance reached by the tested NMF methods: (left)
noiseless data, (right) noisy data.

The left plot in Fig. 2 shows the median ESRs achieved by the tested methods
after 15 s CPU time, with respect to the missing value proportion. Again, we
notice that the EM-W-NeNMF outperforms all the other approaches. However,
when only 10% of the data in M are available, the achieved performance is almost
similar to the one obtained with both the WNMF and W-NeNMF methods.
Actually, the weigthed extensions of MU-NMF and NeNMF are not very sensitive
to the sampling rate, in contrast to the EM methods which look very sensitive
to this parameter. Indeed, when a lot of data is missing, the E-step does not
yield an accurate estimate of X, thus providing a little enhancement in the
M-step, which is consistent with [32]. This results in a slower strategy, which
is particularly visible with the EM-WNMF performance and which is partly
compensated by the speed of Nesterov gradient for the EM-W-NeNMF method.
The right plot in Fig. 2 shows the achieved ESRs in the same simulations
when an additive noise is added to X, with an input SNR around 34 dB. We first
notice that the median performance achieved by the WNMF, EM-WNMF, and
W-NeNMF methods is almost not affected by the presence of noise. However, the
obtained ESRs were already quite high in the noiseless case and thus remain high.
Despite the fact that the achieved ESRs are higher in the noisy configuration
than in the previous noiseless case, the EM-W-NeNMF still outperforms the
other methods. The performance loss is probably due to the fact that the E-step
is less efficient, which prevents accurate estimation of G and F in the M-step.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed to extend a fast NMF method using Nesterov gradient
descent to solve large-scale low-rank nonnegative matrix completion. Indeed,
contrary to classical gradient methods, Nesterov gradient descent does not need
the line search of the optimal step in the update rules, which makes the approach
really fast. In order to process missing data, we proposed two extensions using
the weighted and the EM strategies, respectively. The latter—which consists
of an unweighted optimization of a weighted problem—was found to be better
suited than the weighted strategy, in noiseless and noisy NMC simulations, hence
showing the relevance of the method.
In future work, we aim to extend such approaches to an informed framework
[5, 6, 20]—where some entries of G and/or F are provided—and to apply such
extensions to large-scale blind calibration problems [5–7].
Acknowledgments. This work was funded by the ”OSCAR” project within
the Région Hauts-de-France ”Chercheurs Citoyens” Program.

A

Proof of Lemmas 1 and 2

Following the structure of the proof in [9], the proof of Lemma 1 is shown by
noticing that
JW (G, λF1 + (1 − λ)F2 ) − λJW (G, F1 ) − (1 − λ)JW (G, F2 ) =

−λ(1−λ)
JW (G, F1
2

− F2 ) ≤ 0.

(19)
Let us now focus on the proof of Lemma 2. The Lipschitz continuity of ∇F JW
can be shown by extending the proof in [9] to the weighted situation considered
in this paper. However, the key point lies in the estimation of the ”best” Lipschitz
constant. Indeed, let us first recall that Q is a Lipschitz constant of ∇F JW (G, .)
if, for any matrices F1 and F2 ,
||∇F JW (G, F1 ) − ∇F JW (G, F2 )||F ≤ Q · ||F1 − F2 ||F .

(20)

From Eq. (7), it is obvious that the larger is the majoring constant Q, the smaller
is the associated gradient step size and thus the convergence speed.
Considering the gradient expression (14), we derive

||∇F JW (G, F1 ) − ∇F JW (G, F2 )||F = GT · W 2 ◦ (G · (F1 − F2 )) F . (21)
The singular value decomposition of G yields
||∇F JW (G, F1 ) − ∇F JW (G, F2 )||F ≤ ||G||2 W 2 ◦ (G · (F1 − F2 ))

F

.

(22)

At this stage, we need to put W and G out of the norm to obtain a Lipschitz
constant. This can be done by assuming that any column and any row of M
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contains at least one element—i.e., any column and row of W contains at least
one 1—and thus noticing that
W 2 ◦ (G · (F1 − F2 ))

F

≤ ||G · (F1 − F2 )||F ,

(23)

which provides, using another singular value decomposition of G:
2

||∇F JW (G, F1 ) − ∇F JW (G, F2 )||F ≤ ||G||2 ||F1 − F2 ||F ,

(24)

i.e., the Lipschitz constant for W-NeNMF is L.
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